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Today, it is commonly presumed that signicant movements in wealth will be associated with movements in consumer spending, either contemporaneously or subsequently. Quantitative estimates of roughly the magnitude reported by Modigliani are routinely cited in leading macroeconomic textbooks, 2 and are important features of many contemporary macroeconomic models, including those still widely studied by both academic economists and practitioners. 3 In this paper, we reevaluate the empirical foundation for such estimates of the consumptionwealth link. Contrary to conventional wisdom, we nd that a surprisingly small fraction of the variation in household net worth is related to variation in aggregate consumer spending. A variance-decomposition shows that the vast majority of quarterly uctuations in asset values are attributable to transitory innovations that display virtually no association with consumption, contemporaneously, or at any future date. Such innovations have long-lasting effects on wealth, however, exhibiting a half-life of a little over two years.
We begin by noting that a general household budget constraint, in which asset returns are allowed to uctuate in an arbitrary manner, implies that log consumption, c t , log asset wealth (net worth), a t , and log labor income, y t , share a common trend (they are cointegrated). We nd evidence to support this hypothesis in U.S. data.
Our results can be understood intuitively by observing that, since consumption, wealth, and labor income are cointegrated, their annualized 1 Recent examples in which the link between wealth and consumption was highlighted include the Federal Reserve's conference on "New Challenges for Monetary Policy," Jackson Hole Wyoming, August 26-28, 1999 , and public remarks by Alan Greenspan, as in his February 17, 2000 testimony before the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services. 2 For example, Andrew B. Abel and Benjamin S. Bernanke (2001, Ch. 4 ) cite a four cent on the dollar gure, while Robert J. Gordon (1993, Ch. 17) says that the marginal propensity to consume out of wealth is between three and six cents on the dollar. James M. Poterba (2000) provides a nontechnical discussion of the wealth effect, and simple calculations of the amount by which a household might increase its consumption if it received a favorable wealth shock. His benchmark calculations for a 30-year planning horizon imply a change in consumption of between 3.8 and 7.5 cents for each $1 increase in wealth.
3 Examples of such models include the Data Resources, Incorporated (DRI) model, the Washington University Macroeconomic Model (WUMM) model, and the new Federal Reserve (FRB/US) model. growth rates must be tied together in the very long run, and therefore so must their volatilities. Measured over short horizons, however, wealth growth is far more volatile than both consumption and labor income growth. The short-run and long-run properties of these variables can only be reconciled if either, (i) the volatility of consumption and/or labor income growth increases with the horizon over which they are measured, or (ii) the volatility of wealth growth decreases with the horizon over which it is measured. The second possibility implies that wealth is not a random walk, but instead displays mean-reversion and adjusts over long horizons to match the smoothness of consumption and labor income. Our evidence suggests that the second possibility better describes U.S. data than the rst, signaling the existence of a signi cant transitory component in wealth that is unrelated to consumer spending and labor income.
This intuition can be formalized by employing the methodologies developed in Robert King et al. (1991) , Jesus Gonzalo and Clive Granger (1995) , and Gonzalo and Serena Ng (2001) . These studies show how innovations distinguished by their degree of persistence can be empirically identi ed in cointegrated systems. We use the insights from these papers to empirically identify the permanent and transitory elements-the "trend" and "cycle"-of household net worth, and investigate how these elements are related to consumer spending. (The terms "permanent" and "transitory" are de ned precisely below.) Restrictive assumptions about preferences or the behavior of asset returns are unnecessary, and the ndings generated are applicable to a wide variety of theoretical structures. The approach allows us to identify a large fraction of variation in wealth that is ultimately unsustained and unrelated to aggregate consumption, without having to explicitly identify the independent causal effect of wealth on consumption.
This paper reports two main results. First, we nd that up to 88 percent of the postwar variation in household net worth is generated by transitory innovations, primarily associated with uctuations in the stock market component of wealth. Second, although transitory shocks dominate postwar variation in wealth, variation in aggregate consumption is dominated by permanent shocks. It follows that the majority of innovations in household net worth are found to be unrelated to aggregate consumer spending, both contemporaneously and at any future horizon. This does not mean that wealth has no effect on consumer spending, but rather that only permanent changes in wealth are associated with movements in consumption.
Yet the transitory changes in wealth we identify not only account for most of the variation in asset values, they are also quantitatively large, and in some episodes staggeringly so. For example, during the stock market boom of the 1990's, our estimates imply that wealth exceeded its long-run trend by as much as $17,000 per person in 1996 dollars, a magnitude equal to 50 percent of real per capita GDP in 2002.
An implication of these ndings is that conventional estimates of the wealth effect greatly overstate the response of consumption to a change in wealth. This is because conventional estimates, like those cited above, are commonly based on parameters of the shared trend in consumption, labor income, and wealth. If most changes in wealth are not trend movements but are instead transitory movements unrelated to consumption, as we nd here, such estimates will signi cantly exaggerate the true correlation between consumption and wealth.
Perhaps the more relevant nding of this paper is not the observation that conventional estimates overstate the wealth effect, but rather that consumption responds differently to temporary changes in wealth than to permanent changes. It follows that no single number, or "marginal propensity" (as it is often referred to in textbooks and popular commentary), can accurately summarize the response of consumption to wealth. Although a permanent $1 change in wealth may be associated with a four to ve cent change in consumption, the results presented here imply that most movements in wealth are transitory and unrelated to consumer spending.
The transitory component of wealth we uncover is not a feature of daily, weekly, or even monthly volatility, but is instead quite persistent, displaying long-term "bull markets" in the late 1960's and 1990's, and a long-term "bear market" in the 1970's. In each of these episodes, a signi cant movement in stock prices caused wealth to deviate from its long-run trend with consumption and labor income, and was ultimately restored to that trend-not by a subsequent movement in consumption or labor earnings-but by a subsequent reversal in wealth. The extraordinary stock market boom of the 1990's differs from other episodes only in that it was the most dramatic example of this historical pattern. We note that most macroeconomic models, including the large-scale models mentioned above, make no allowance for important transitory uctuations in wealth that are orthogonal to consumption, and are therefore likely to misstate both the timing and magnitude of the consumption-wealth correlation.
The results presented here have implications for nancial economics as well as macroeconomics. A large and growing body of empirical literature in nancial economics nds that aggregate stock market returns are forecastable over long horizons, implying the existence of transitory variation in wealth of the sort that we uncover here. Such predictability evidence does not reveal how quantitatively important that transitory component is, however.
4 A contribution of this paper is to quantify the relative importance of transitory shocks in the variation of household net worth, and document how closely related are such shocks to aggregate consumer spending.
A number of other papers explore issues related to those considered here. King et al. (1991) , Cochrane (1994 ), Jordi Gal´(1999 , and Neville Francis and Valery A. Ramey (2001) invoke restrictions implied by cointegration to identify speci c innovations in a range of structural models. Cochrane (1994) studies two bivariate, cointegrated systems to characterize the permanent and transitory components in GNP and stock prices. Ludvigson and Charles Steindel (1999) estimate the cointegrating relation between consumption, asset wealth, and labor earnings, but do not investigate further implications of this system. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) show that the cointegrating residual for this system is informative about the future path returns on aggregate stock market indexes in excess of a Treasury bill rate, but not about future consumption growth.
5 However, Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) do not formally identify the permanent and transitory elements of asset wealth, document their relative quantitative importance, or highlight the consumption implications of those ndings-the focus of this paper.
In Section I we motivate our use of the trivariate cointegrating system for consumption, asset wealth, and labor income by deriving cointegration from a linearized budget constraint. Section II presents the econometric framework and Section III presents our main empirical results. Section IV addresses the issue of stability in the cointegrating relation. Section V concludes.
I. The Common Trend in Consumption, Wealth, and Labor Income
It is perhaps obvious that consumption, labor income, and household wealth should move together over the long term. This section motivates this intuition more formally by considering the cointegration implications of a standard budget constraint. We build off of work in Campbell and N. Gregory Mankiw (1989) ; see Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) .
We consider a representative agent economy in which all wealth, including human capital, is tradable. Let W t be beginning of period aggregate wealth (de ned as the sum of human capital, H t , and nonhuman, or asset wealth, A t ) in period t; R w,t1 1 is the net return on aggregate wealth. For expositional convenience, we consider a simple accumulation equation for aggregate wealth, written
Labor income Y t does not appear explicitly in 4 See John H. Cochrane (2001, Ch. 20) for a comprehensive review of the predictability evidence, and for discussion on the connection between predictability and transitory variation in asset values. Recent theoretical research in nancial economics has shown that it is possible to construct models with rational, utility-maximizing investors in which the equilibrium return on risky assets varies over time in a way consistent with the presence of a transitory component in asset values (e.g., George M. Constantinides and Darrell Duf e, 1996; John Y. Campbell and Cochrane, 1999 ). An open question concerns the extent to which such models are capable of capturing the magnitude of the transitory component documented here.
this equation because of the assumption that the market value of tradable human capital is included in aggregate wealth.
6 Throughout this paper we use lower case letters to denote log variables, e.g., c t [ ln(C t ).
De ning r [ log(1 1 R), Campbell and Mankiw (1989) derive an expression for the log consumption-aggregate wealth ratio by taking a rst-order Taylor expansion of (1), solving the resulting difference equation for log wealth forward, imposing a transversality condition and taking expectations. The resulting expression is
where r w [ 1 2 exp(c 2 w). The consumptionwealth ratio embodies rational forecasts of returns and consumption growth.
Although this expression is intuitively appealing, it is of little use in empirical work because aggregate wealth includes human capital, which is not observable. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) address this problem by reformulating the bivariate cointegrating relation between c t and w t as a trivariate cointegrating relation involving three observable variables, namely c t , a t , and labor income y t . To understand this reformulation, denote the net return to nonhuman capital R a,t and the net return to human capital R h,t , and assume that human capital takes the form, Several points about equation (3) deserve emphasis. First, if labor income follows a random walk and the expected return to human capital is either constant or proportional to the expected return to nonhuman wealth, c t 2 a a a t 2 a y y t is proportional to the log consumption-wealth ratio, c t 2 w t . For this reason we loosely refer to c t 2 a a a t 2 a y y t as a proxy for the log consumptionwealth ratio. Second, under the maintained hypothesis that r wt , Dc t , and Dy t are stationary, (3) implies that c t , a t , and y t are cointegrated and c t 2 a a a t 2 a y y t is a cointegrating residual. The parameters a a and a y should in principle equal the shares (1 2 n) and n, respectively, but in practice may sum to a number less than one because only a fraction of total consumption based on nondurables and services expenditure is observable (Lettau and Ludvigson, 2001) . Third, if the cointegrating residual on the lefthand side of (3) is not constant, it must forecast either changes in log asset wealth (returns), changes in log labor income, changes in log consumption growth, or some combination of the three. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) nd that it is a strong predictor of excess returns on aggregate stock market indexes, a component of r at , but not of consumption growth. In this paper we document that it is also not a predictor of labor income growth.
Notice that the framework above implies an additional restriction, namely that the log consumption-wealth ratio, (2), and therefore the cointegrating residual c t 2 a a a t 2 a y y t in (3), should be covariance stationary, and not merely stationary around a deterministic trend. If this were not the case, the deterministic trend would imply that either consumption or aggregate wealth must eventually become an in nitesimal 6 None of the derivations below are dependent on this assumption. In particular, equation (3), below, can be derived from the analogous budget constraint in which human capital is nontradeable:
We omit unimportant linearization constants in the equations throughout the paper. fraction of the other, violating the budget constraint identity. It follows that the cointegrating parameters which eliminate the common trends in c t , a t , and y t should eliminate both the stochastic and deterministic trends, corresponding to the concept of deterministic cointegration emphasized by Masao Ogaki and Joon Y. Park (1997) .
By combining the approximate budget constraint relation (3) with models of consumer preferences, one may obtain approximate consumption functions. For example, equation (3) provides a loglinear generalization of Campbell's (1987) "rainy-day" equation when combined with the speci c formulation of preferences explored in Marjorie Flavin (1981) , Campbell and Angus Deaton (1989), and Gal( 1990) . In that model, both expected asset returns and expected consumption growth are constant, so the right-hand side of (3) is a function only of expected future labor income changes.
Importantly, however, the empirical approach described next does not require imposing such additional structure. The empirical results we obtain exploit only cointegration, a phenomenon that can be motivated by the logic of a simple budget constraint identity, applicable to a wide variety of theoretical structures.
II. Econometric Framework
The contribution of this paper is the use of cointegration to identify permanent and transitory components of consumption, wealth, and labor earnings. To explain our approach, this section describes how we isolate the permanent and transitory shocks of a generic cointegrated vector of variables, x t , that has n elements. In our application, x t 5 (c t , a t , y t )9. In the discussion below, we refer the reader to the papers cited for a detailed description of the permanenttransitory decomposition, and only brie y summarize the methodology here.
A. Data and Preliminary Analysis
Appendix A contains a detailed description of the data used in this study. The log of asset wealth, a t , is a measure of real, per capita household net worth, which includes all nancial wealth, housing wealth, and consumer durables. Durable goods are properly accounted for as part of nonhuman wealth, A t , a component of aggregate wealth, W t , and so should not be accounted for as part of consumption or treated purely as an expenditure. 8 The budget constraint (1) therefore applies to the ow of consumption, C t ; durables expenditures are excluded in this de nition because they represent replacements and additions to a capital stock (investment), rather than a service ow from the existing stock. The total ow of consumption is unobservable because we lack observations on the service ow from much of the durables stock. We therefore follow Alan S. Blinder and Deaton (1985) and Campbell (1987) and use the log of real, per capita, expenditures on nondurables and services (excluding shoes and clothing), as a measure of c t . 9 An internally consistent cointegrating relation may then be obtained if we assume that the log of (unobservable) real total ow consumption is cointegrated with the log of real nondurables and services expenditures. The log of after-tax labor income, y t , is also measured in real, per capita terms. Our data are quarterly and span the fourth quarter of 1951 to the rst quarter of 2003.
Wealth is measured at the end of the period. A timing convention for wealth is needed because the level of consumption is a ow during the quarter rather than a point-in-time estimate as is wealth (consumption data are timeaveraged). If we think of a given quarter's consumption data as measuring spending at the beginning of the quarter, then wealth for the quarter should be measured at the beginning of the period. If we think of the consumption data as measuring spending at the end of the quarter, then wealth for the quarter should be measured at the end of the period. None of our main ndings discussed below (estimates of the cointegrating parameters, error-correction speci cation, or permanent-transitory decomposition) are sensitive to this timing convention.
8 Treating durables purchases purely as an expenditure (by, e.g., removing them from A t and including them in C t ) is improper because it ignores the evolution of the asset over time, which must be accounted for by multiplying the stock by a gross return. (In the case of many durable goods this gross return would be less than one and consist primarily of depreciation.) 9 This measure of consumption typically comprises over 85 percent of total personal consumption expenditures.
Given our nding that most of the variation in wealth is not associated with consumption, this timing convention is conservative in that the use of end-of-period wealth produces a higher contemporaneous correlation between consumption growth and wealth growth. The contemporaneous correlation between quarterly growth in household net worth, Da t , and the real return on the Center for Research on Security Prices (CRSP) value-weighted stock market index is 0.87 in our sample. This shows that quarterly uctuations in household net worth are dominated by movements in stock market returns.
How can we identify the permanent and transitory components of the three variable system, x t ? Identi cation is possible because cointegration places restrictions on the long-run multipliers of the shocks in a structural model where innovations are distinguished by their degree of persistence, (King et al., 1991; Gonzalo and Granger, 1995) . The procedure has several steps. The rst is to estimate a vector-error-correction model (VECM) for the cointegrated system. The estimated VECM parameters may then be used to back out the long-run restrictions.
To obtain a correctly speci ed error-correction model, we begin by testing for both the presence and number of cointegrating relations in x t . These results are contained in Appendix B. We assume all of the variables contained in x t are rst-order integrated, or I(1), an assumption con rmed by unit root test results, available upon request. In addition, the results presented in the Appendix B suggest the presence of a single cointegrating vector; we impose this in our VECM speci cation from now on. The cointegrating coef cient on consumption is normalized to one, and we denote the single cointegrating vector for
The cointegrating parameters a a and a y must be estimated. We use a dynamic least-squares procedure, which generates "superconsistent" estimates of a a and a y (James H. Stock and Mark W. Watson, 1993) . 10 We estimate aˆ5 (1, 20.30, 20 .60)9. The Newey-West corrected t-statistics for these estimates are 12 and 27, respectively. As discussed in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) , these coef cients are not expected to sum to unity because total consumption is unobservable and nondurables and services expenditure (a subset of the total) is used as a proxy. Yet the estimates themselves are intuitively appealing: they imply that the share of capital income in total output is about 0.34, very close to values used in the realbusiness-cycle literature.
We are now in a position to estimate the VECM representation of x t which takes the form
where Dx t is the vector of log rst differences, (Dc t , Da t , Dy t )9, , and g [ (g c , g a , g y )9 are (3 3 1) vectors, (L) is a nite-order distributed lag operator, and aˆ[ (1, 2â a , 2â y )9 is the (3 3 1) vector of previously estimated cointegrating coef cients.
11 Throughout this paper, we use "hats" to denote the estimated values of parameters.
The term aˆ9x t2 1 gives last period's equilibrium error, or cointegrating residual; g is the vector of "adjustment" coef cients that tells us which variables subsequently adjust to restore the common trend when a deviation occurs. The Granger Representation Theorem states that, if a vector x t is cointegrated, at least one of the adjustment parameters, g c , g a , or g y must be nonzero in the error-correction representation (4). Thus if x j does at least some of the adjusting needed to restore the long-run equilibrium subsequent to a shock that distorts this equilibrium, g j should be different from zero in the equation for Dx j of the error-correction representation (4).
The results of estimating a rst-order specication of (4) are presented in Table 1 . 12 The estimates of the adjustment parameters in g are given in the next-to-last row of Table 1 and are the coef cients on the lagged cointegrating residual aˆ9x t2 1 . Consumption and labor income are predictable by lagged consumption and wealth growth, but not by the cointegrating residual aˆ9x t2 1 . Thus, estimates of g c and g y are economically small and insigni cantly different from zero. By contrast, the cointegrating error is an economically large and statistically signi cant determinant of next quarter's wealth growth: g a is estimated to be about 0.36, with a t-statistic above 3. Although there is some short-run predictability in the growth of consumption and labor income (as exhibited by the dependence of these variables on lagged growth rates), it is wealth growth that exhibits errorcorrection behavior and therefore predictability over long horizons. Wealth is mean reverting and adapts over long horizons to match the smoothness in consumption and labor income.
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These ndings were highlighted in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) ; we now extend these results to quantify the permanent and transitory components in wealth and consumption.
B. Permanent and Transitory Shocks
Cointegration may be used to decompose x t into innovations that are distinguished by their degree of persistence. Because x t has three elements and a single cointegrating vector, there are two permanent shocks, or common trends, and one transitory shock (Stock and Watson, 1988) . Following King et al. (1991) , Gonzalo and Granger (1995) , and Gonzalo and Ng (2001) , identi cation is achieved in two steps. First, cointegration restricts the matrix of long-run multipliers of shocks in the system, which identi es the permanent components. The transitory component is identi ed as the residual. Second, in order to study the dynamic impact of the transitory innovation, it is assumed to be orthogonal to the two permanent innovations. This second assumption is not necessary to obtain our main results, and is made only to interpret impulse response functions. Our main conclusions can be obtained from a variance-covariance decomposition, which requires no such orthogonalization assumption.
A summary of this methodology is as follows. Under the maintained hypothesis that the growth rates of the variables in x t2 1 are covariance stationary, a multivariate Wold representation exists taking the form
where e t is an n 3 1 vector of innovations, and where C(L) is a distributed lag operator. We seek to identify n 5 3 transformed, or structuralform, innovations distinguished by whether they have permanent or transitory effects. Denote these transformed innovations h t [ (h 1t , h 2t , h 3t )9, where two are permanent and one is transitory. Without loss of generality, shocks are ordered so that the rst two have permanent effects, the third transitory effects. Following Gonzalo and Granger (1995) , de ne a shock, h Pt , as permanent if lim h#` E t (x t1 h )/h Pt Þ 0, and a shock, h Tt , as transitory if lim h#` E t (x t1 h )/ h Tt 5 0.
The permanent and transitory innovations may be identi ed using the estimated parameters gˆand aˆfrom the error-correction representation. Write the reduced-form Wold representation of this system as above, Dx t 5 1 C(L)e t . By the Granger Representation Theorem, the parameters a and g , both of rank r, satisfy a 9C(1) 5 0 and C(1)g 5 0 (Robert F. Engle and Clive W. J. Granger, 1987). 13 We also nd that the four-quarter lagged value of the cointegrating error strongly predicts asset growth. This shows that the forecasting power of the cointegrating residual for future asset growth cannot be attributable to interpolation procedures used to convert annual survey data to a quarterly housing service ow estimate, part of the services component of c t . . Gonzalo and Ng (2001) show that the transformed (permanent and transitory) residuals are given by h t 5 Ge t , and their relation to x t is given by the Wold representation
where is a constant vector. Each element of Dx t has been decomposed into a function of two permanent shocks and a single transitory shock. This decomposition can be understood intuitively by noting that it gives the jth variable a large weight in the permanent innovations and a small weight in the transitory innovations when g j is small, implying that the variable participates little in the error-correction required to eventually restore the variables to their common trend. Conversely, it gives the jth variable a small weight in the permanent innovations and a large weight in the transitory innovations when g j is large, implying that the variable plays an important role in the error correction required to restore the variables to their common trend. In the application studied here, the elements of the adjustment vector g corresponding to c t and y t are statistically indistinguishable from zero ( Table 1 ), implying that these variables have a large weight in the permanent innovations and a small weight in the transitory innovations. By contrast, the element of the adjustment vector g corresponding to a t is large in absolute value and strongly statistically signi cant (Table 1 ), implying that a t will have a large weight in the transitory innovations and a small weight in the permanent innovations. With this decomposition, the level of x t can be written as the sum of k I(1) common factors (permanent component), and n 2 k I(0) transitory components, where k is equal to the number of common trends, in our case two.
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III. Empirical Results
A. Permanent and Transitory Components of Consumption, Wealth, and Income
Using the permanent-transitory decomposition discussed above, it is straightforward to investigate how each of the variables in our system is related to permanent and transitory shocks. Table  2 displays the fraction of the total variance in the forecast error of Dc t , Da t , and Dy t that is attributable to the two permanent shocks combined (we do not attempt to identify the impact of the two permanent shocks separately), and to the single transitory shock. The transitory shock is constructed to be orthogonal to the two permanent shocks; we use this orthogonal shock in the impulse responses presented below. Later we present variance-covariance decompositions which do not assume that the transitory shock is orthogonal to the two permanent shocks. To quantify the sampling uncertainty of the variance decompositions, we compute cumulative distribution functions for each variance decomposition using a bootstrapping procedure. These results are presented in Appendix C and Table C1 . Gonzalo and Ng (2001) recommend restricting the values of the parameters in g to zero where they are statistically insigni cant at the 5-percent level. Their simulation evidence suggests that doing so as a matter of practice generates much more stable estimates of the permanent-transitory decomposition. This is also done elsewhere in other applications of this methodology (Cochrane, 1994, and Granger, 1995) . In the computations that follow, we set g c and g y to zero in order to match the evidence from Table 1 that these 14 The k common factors in the Granger-Gonzalo/ Gonzalo-Ng decomposition described above are determined by g 9 x t , where g 9 g 5 0. This permanent component may contain serial correlation around the random walk component given by the multivariate Beveridge-Nelson decomposition. The random walk component of the I(1) common factors from the GonzaloGranger/Gonzalo-Ng procedure is the trend concept provided by the multivariate Beveridge-Nelson (Stephen Beveridge and Charles R. Nelson, 1981) decomposition investigated in Stock and Watson (1988) .
variables are small and statistically indistinguishable from zero, but we also present results using the actual point estimates of g . Table 2 displays the fraction of h-step ahead forecast error in consumption, labor income, and wealth growth that is attributable to the two permanent shocks combined, and to the single transitory shock. For h #`, we compute the portion of the total variance of each variable attributable to each disturbance. The top panel of Table 2 shows the results when g c and g y are set to zero; the bottom panel shows the results when all elements of g are set to their point estimates.
First consider the results in the top panel. For consumption growth, the two permanent shocks in this system explain over 95 percent of the variance in the forecast error at all horizons. The bootstrapped 95-percent con dence interval is (0.92, 0.99). Thus, consumption is a function of only the permanent components in a t and y t : less than 5 percent of the variation in consumption growth is attributable to the transitory shock. Similarly, almost all of the variance in income growth is attributable to the two permanent shocks. Together they account for over 96 percent of the variation in the long-run forecast error of Dy t , with the bootstrapped 95-percent con dence interval equal to (0.93, 0.99).
The ndings are quite different for asset wealth. Notice that the orthogonalization of transitory and permanent shocks assumed above orders the transitory shock last, thereby giving it the smallest possible role in the transitory component of a t . Despite this ordering, we nd that transitory shocks dominate changes in wealth: the estimates reported in the top panel imply that 88 percent of the variation in the growth of asset wealth is attributable to this shock; only 12 percent is attributable to permanent shocks. It follows that the single transitory shock in this system is essentially a wealth shock. This nding implies that the vast majority of variability in consumption, driven by permanent shocks, is disassociated with the vast majority of variability in wealth, driven by transitory shocks. This does not mean that wealth has no impact on consumption, but rather that only permanent changes in wealth are related to consumer spending.
Turning to the bottom panel of Table 2 , it is evident that when all elements of g are set to their point estimates, the transitory component of wealth is smaller, but still comprises the majority of its uctuations: in this case, about 60 percent of the variation in wealth growth is estimated to be transitory in this case. For consumption and labor income, permanent shocks are still the dominant source of variation, although the con dence intervals are wider. So far we have restricted the single transitory shock to be orthogonal to the two permanent shocks. By doing so, we cannot rule out the possibility that consumption (or labor income) contains a transitory component that is correlated with the permanent components. To address this possibility, Table 3 provides the results of a variance-covariance decomposition, which requires no orthogonalization. The table displays the fraction of the h-step ahead forecast error that is attributable to the variance of the permanent shocks, the transitory shocks, and to two times the covariance between the permanent shocks and the transitory shock. The permanent components of consumption and labor income are virtually uncorrelated with the transitory component; therefore it is not the case that consumption contains a large transitory component that is correlated with the permanent shocks. The transitory component in wealth is correlated with the permanent shocks, but this does not alter the conclusion that the majority of variation in a t is attributable to transitory shocks and therefore unrelated to the majority of variation in quarterly consumption growth.
An implication of these last ndings is that they provide no support for the hypothesis that consumption takes many periods to adapt to permanent innovations in wealth or labor income. Suppose consumption did adapt sluggishly to trend movements in wealth and income. Then it would have to contain a transitory component, correlated with the permanent shocks in wealth or income. Permanent movements in wealth or income would not be immediately accompanied by a full adjustment in consumption to its trend level, generating a transitory component in consumption and a temporary deviation in the cointegrating residual from its mean.
This point can be made another way. If consumption adjusts slowly to shocks, such temporary deviations in the cointegrating residual from its mean should be eliminated by a subsequent movement in consumption, as it sluggishly adapts to the permanent innovation in wealth or income. Deviations from the common trend in c, a, and y should then tell us something about the future path of consumption growth; i.e., the cointegrating residual should have longhorizon forecasting power for consumption growth. Table 4 reports the results of regres- Table 4 displays the longhorizon forecastability of consumption growth. The coef cients on time t consumption growth are small but statistically signi cant predictors of consumption growth up to four quarters out, re ecting serial correlation in aggregate expenditure growth. The R 2 statistics imply that the growth of consumption is not highly predictable over horizons in excess of one year, however. More to the point, the cointegrating residual is always statistically indistinguishable from zero in these regressions, and explains a negligible fraction of the variation in future consumption growth at all horizons. The results for labor income growth are similar. These regressions provide no evidence that consumption adapts sluggishly to permanent innovations in wealth or income. The ndings underscore the point that the modest short-horizon predictability in consumption growth evident in the data (and primarily attributable to serial correlation) does not imply that consumption slowly adjusts to permanent innovations in wealth or income, and is therefore forecastable over long horizons by the cointegrating residual.
The only variable for which aˆ9x t has any forecasting power at any horizon is wealth growth, consistent with the nding reported above that it has a signi cant transitory component. The residual has marginal predictive power even at a horizon of 16 quarters and beyond, with the adjusted R 2 statistic peaking at about 31 percent at a 12-quarter horizon. These adjusted R 2 statistics are unaffected by removing the other regressors Dc t , Dy t , and Da t from the forecasting regression, thus all of the longhorizon forecasting power for the growth in asset wealth is attributable to aˆ9x t . Note also that wealth growth is substantially more forecastable than consumption or labor income growth as the horizon over which these variables are measured increases. Wealth is mean reverting and adapts over long horizons to match the smoothness in consumption and labor income.
The permanent-transitory decomposition employed here allows us to identify the random walk component of each variable, given by the multivariate Beveridge-Nelson decomposition for this system. This allows us to assess how highly correlated is each variable with its random walk component. Not surprisingly, consumption and labor income are highly correlated with their random walk components, while wealth is not. Even with the serial correlation in measured spending growth, consumption still displays a correlation of 91 percent with its random walk component (Table  5) . 15 Similarly, labor income growth displays an 87-percent correlation with its random walk component. By contrast, asset wealth is far from a random walk, displaying a correlation of just 18 percent with its random walk component.
To characterize the dynamic impact of the transitory wealth shock, Figure 1 shows the cumulative responses of Dc t , Da t , and Dy t , to a onestandard deviation innovation in the transitory shock. Standard errors for these responses are presented in Appendix C. The responses of the estimated cointegrating error, aˆ9x t 5 c t 2 â a a t 2 â y y t , are also plotted. Figure 1 depicts graphically what the variance decompositions depict numerically: an increase in the transitory shock leads to a sharp increase in asset wealth, but has virtually no impact on consumption and labor earnings at any future horizon. The consumption and labor income responses are statistically insignicant (Appendix C), and economically negligible. The effect of a transitory wealth shock on a t is strongly signi cant over periods from a quarter to several years, but is eventually eliminated, as it must be, since the shock is transitory. The longrun response of aˆ9x t to this shock is zero, since deviations from the common trend in c t , a t , and y t must eventually be eliminated. Note that these transitory movements in wealth cause the cointegrating residual to deviate from its mean, forecasting a subsequent adjustment in wealth, which restores the cointegrating relation. Figure 1 also shows that the transitory shock to wealth is very persistent; a typical shock continues to affect asset values for a little over four years. Thus, transitory variation in wealth is not characterized by mere day-to-day or even quarter-to-quarter volatility. Instead, temporary shocks can lead wealth to deviate for a number of years from its long-run trend. Despite their persistent effect on asset values, such shocks bear virtually no relation to consumption at any future horizon.
It is reasonable to ask whether this transitory 15 This gure does not contradict the result in Table  2 , that 99 percent of the variation in consumption growth is attributable to permanent shocks. The reason is that the permanent shocks in Table 2 are de ned as those that have permanent effects, and therefore allow for serial correlation around the random walk innovation. variation is driven by the stock market component of wealth. At least two pieces of evidence indicate that it is. First, if we split wealth into its stock and nonstock components, a four-variable variance decomposition shows clearly that, in contrast to stock market wealth, nonstock wealth is dominated by permanent shocks (results available on request). Second, the cointegrating residual for c t , a t , and y t is a strong univariate predictor of stock market wealth growth, but has virtually no predictive power for nonstock wealth growth (Table 6 ). Since nonstock forms of wealth do not adjust to close a transitory gap in the cointegrating relation, they cannot have an important transitory component. We close this section by considering what these ndings imply for conventional estimates of the wealth effect on consumption. Estimates of this effect, often referred to as the marginal propensity to consume out of wealth, are typically formed from estimates of the cointegrating coef cients for consumption, wealth, and income. This makes some sense because such cointegrating coef cients arise from a regression of consumption on wealth, controlling for the in uence of labor income. Moreover, because these estimates are based on cointegrating coef cients, they are superconsistent, and therefore robust to the presence of regressor endogeneity. Modigliani (1971) used this approach to calculate that a dollar increase in wealth leads to an increase in consumer spending of about ve cents. Using our own estimates of the cointegrating coef cients for log variables (i.e., â a 5 0.30), we nd that-once translated as a relation between levels of variables-the marginal impact of a dollar increase in wealth on consumption is about 4.6 cents, in line with customary estimates.
16 Similar gures are reported in Ludvigson and Steindel (1999) . Such estimates are valid descriptions of the trend relation among consumption, wealth, and income. The magnitude of these estimates is not trivial quantitatively and may explain why it is commonly presumed that sharp swings in asset values will generate important changes in consumer spending. But are these estimates appropriate as a summary measure of the consumption-wealth link? It is commonly said that every dollar increase in wealth leads to a four-to ve-cent increase in consumption. Because these estimates are based on parameters of a common trend, however, they are informative only about the correlation between consumption and permanent movements in wealth, not every movement in wealth. They reveal nothing about the relation between consumption and transitory changes in wealth. If most movements in wealth are transitory, and if transitory movements have a very different impact on consumption than do permanent movements, such an estimate will poorly describe the true correlation between wealth and consumption.
A better summary statistic would account for the nding that much of the variation in wealth is transitory and uncorrelated with consumer spending. If 88 percent of the variance in wealth is transitory, as Table 2 reports, only 12 percent of the total variation in wealth will be associated with a four to ve cent on the dollar change in consumption; the remaining 88 percent of the variation in wealth will be associated with no change in consumption. Although one could combine these estimates into a single summary statistic of the average response of consumption to a dollar change in wealth, it may not be desirable to do so. After all, such an exercise must necessarily obfuscate the nding that consumption responds differently to permanent changes in wealth than it does to transitory changes in wealth. Instead, we emphasize that conventional estimates of the wealth effect are likely to be quite misleading, because they are found to apply only to a small fraction of the variation in wealth.
B. Time-Series Analysis of the Trend in Asset Values
The empirical procedure employed here can be used to decompose any of the variables in our system into a "trend" and "cyclical" component. A natural de nition of trend in each variable is the long-run forecast of the variable, furnished by the trend component from the multivariate Beveridge-Nelson decomposition for the cointegrated system (c t , a t , y t )9.
The three panels of Figure 2 plot the resulting trend components of consumption, asset wealth, and labor earnings, along with the actual series for each variable. The plot spans the period beginning in the second quarter of 1952 to the rst quarter of 2003. Consumption and labor earnings are visually indistinguishable from their trends. This is not surprising since we already know that they are highly correlated (Table 5) . For asset wealth, by contrast, there are many times in the postwar period when asset wealth has diverged substantially from its estimated trend.
A clearer picture of the extent to which this is true is given in Figure 3 , which shows the difference between the trend and actual value of asset wealth (the transitory component of wealth), in percent of the trend component. The series displayed in the gure has been normalized so that when it is above zero, wealth is estimated to be above its long-term trend; when it is below zero, wealth is estimated to be below its long-term trend. Figure 3 shows that asset values were above their long-term trend during the mid-1950's and late 1960's, and below their long-term trend in many quarters from the mid-1970's through 1997. Consistent with popular impression, the estimate picks out the "bull markets" of the late 1960's and 1990's, and the "bear markets" of the 1970's. Note the sharp decline in wealth in 1973, a year in which stock market wealth relative to GDP fell by a factor of two.
The gure also shows clearly that transitory swings in wealth are both quantitatively large In general, periods of above-trend asset wealth are typically followed by episodes of negative excess returns on the aggregate stock market, while below-trend asset values are typically followed by episodes of positive excess stock returns. For example, the spikes upward in asset wealth relative to trend in 1956 and 1973, were followed, respectively, by a sequence of negative excess returns in the 1960's, and by the bear markets of the 1970's. The decline in asset wealth relative to trend in 1994 was followed by the bull market of the late 1990's. This estimate suggests that, by the end of 1997, the stock market boom had driven wealth to above-trend levels, anticipating the broad decline in the stock market wealth since 2000.
Of particular interest in Figure 3 is the level of transitory wealth in 1995, a period that marked the beginning of the extraordinary surge in equity values that occurred in the latter half of the 1990's. As late as 1997-well into the bull market of the 1990's and well after the onset of worries shared by many analysts that the market was "irrationally exuberant"-wealth was still below its long-term trend. In contrast to other indicators such as the dividendyield and price-earnings ratio, this estimate suggests that wealth was not due for a correction until much later, when the stock market had reached the lofty levels it obtained by 1998 and 1999. The gure underscores the importance of using information contained in consumption and labor income, in addition to conventional indicators such as dividends and earnings, for determining the long-run value of asset wealth.
IV. Stability
In this section, we address an important objection to our empirical approach: the possibility of instability in the cointegrating relation. The meaningful question is not whether the econometric model exhibits any instability at all (few models aimed at tting data for the entire postwar period would share such a property), but whether the instability present is suf ciently large to alter our main econometric conclusions. We address this issue from a number of different angles. One possible angle is simply to employ formal tests of parameter instability for cointegrated systems. These tests are not without their limitations. The issue of identifying structural breaks in common trends with nite samples is a subtle and tricky one. Long data spans are often required to obtain consistent estimates of cointegrating coef cients, yet instability tests require those parameters to be estimated by splitting an already nite sample into even smaller subsamples. This requirement has led to a wellknown criticism of the entire structural break approach, namely that the data-driven specication searches inherent in the methodology can bias inferences dramatically toward nding breaks where none exist (see Edward Leamer, 1978; Andrew Lo and A. Craig MacKinlay, 1990) .
With these caveats in mind, we present the results of three tests of parameter stability in cointegrated regression models. The procedures are from Bruce E. Hansen (1992) . For all three tests, the null hypothesis is that the cointegrating vector is constant over the sample, although the tests differ in their treatment of the alterna- The results present a somewhat mixed picture concerning the presence of instability. No test presents overwhelming evidence of instability, and the SupF test in particular does not suggest any instability-this test statistic is not signicant at the 20-percent level. On the other hand, the MeanF test statistic is signi cant at the 10-percent level, though not at the 5-percent level; the L c test statistic is at the 20-percent level but not the 10-percent level. These last two test results may hint at some instability in the cointegrating parameters, but for all tests the data are not suf ciently informative to reject the null of stability at the 5-percent level. A possibility is that some instability is present, but is suf ciently small that a stable cointegrating relation is a reasonable approximation of the data. This possibility is consistent with the nding in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) that the cointegrating residual is suf ciently stable so as to display statistically signi cant out-of-sample forecasting power for asset returns.
A little digging indicates that the best case for instability in this cointegrated system can be made when data since 1995 are included in the sample. For example, if the sample is ended at 1995:Q4, all of the test statistics reported above have p-values in excess of 20 percent. Thus, formal tests suggest no instability whatsoever in the 44 years of data up to 1995. Another way to see the in uence of recent data is to estimate the cointegrating vector over subsamples. Table  7 shows that only in subsamples that include data from the late 1990's do the cointegrating coef cients look drastically different from the other subsamples. For example, estimates for the period 1951:Q4-1995:Q4 look almost the same as estimates from 1951:Q4-1977:Q2, but are quite different from 1977:Q3-2003:Q1, which includes post-1995 data and exhibits a much smaller coef cient on wealth and larger coef cient on income. Of course, a caveat with these estimates is that they are not really proper, since it is never appropriate to throw away information when estimating the parameters of a common trend. Nevertheless they give a rough idea of where in the sample instability might lie.
What's going on? The late 1990's were an extraordinary episode in which the price-dividend ratio on aggregate stock market indexes increased more than threefold between 1995 and 1999. During this period, wealth remained far above its previously estimated long-run trend with consumption and labor income, and persistently so. Figure 4 demonstrates graphically by plotting the cointegrating residual when the cointegrating vector is estimated on data through 1995: Q4. The residual takes on large and sustained negative values during the late 1990's, as wealth moved well above its long-run trend with consumption and labor income. The irony of this episode is that, while it weakens some formal statistical evidence in favor of a stable cointegrating vector, it serves to reinforce the main conclusions of this paper: as Figure 4 shows, the large and sustained negative values in the cointegrating residual are entirely eliminated by 2003, and the residual restored to its postwar mean. The restoration of the cointegrating residual to its mean clearly coincides with a large error correction in wealth, a direct result of the broad stock market declines since 2000. By using only data up to 1995 to estimate the cointegrating vector, we can be sure that this restoration is not a result of estimating a new mean and an entirely new cointegrating vector on the unusual data post-1995. (Nevertheless, the gure based on full-sample estimates looks quite similar.)
Including data from the last half of the 1990's creates instability, not because the period was fundamentally different from historical experience, but because, on the contrary, the episode was a more extreme version of the historical record, generating a transitory movement in wealth that was larger and more persistent than previously observed in our sample. Yet the essence of the episode bears out the historical experience to a tee: wealth surged well above its long-run trend with consumption and labor income only to be ultimately restored to that trend because of a subsequent decline in asset values. The important question going forward is whether this episode represents a break toward a fundamentally different long-run relation between consumption, wealth, and income, or whether it was simply an outlier, merely the largest of many such episodes in a familiar pattern of events. It is too early to know for sure, but Figure 4 suggests that the latter possibility may be an important part of the story.
We close this section by noting a number of additional robustness checks that were performed. The permanent/transitory decomposition is robust to changes in lag length in the VECM, to the measure of consumption used (total personal consumption expenditures rather than nondurables and services), to the timing convention for wealth, and to the procedure used to estimate the VECM (two-stage DLS/ OLS versus the Søren Johansen, 1991, one-step maximum likelihood estimator). These results are available upon request.
V. Conclusion
The empirical linkage between wealth and consumption is a classic research problem at the intersection of nance and macroeconomics. We argue here that this linkage cannot be understood without distinguishing trend from cycle in asset values. Transitory variation in asset wealth is both quantitatively large and highly persistent. Indeed, our estimates imply that transitory shocks constitute the vast majority of uctuations in quarterly net worth and have a half-life of about two years. Yet despite their quantitative importance, transitory shocks in wealth are found to be unrelated to aggregate consumer spending, contemporaneously and at any future date. Aggregate consumption is well described as a function of the trend components in wealth and income and is dominated by permanent shocks. In summary, permanent changes in wealth do affect consumer spending, but most changes in wealth are transitory and are uncorrelated with consumption. A contribution of this paper is to document the sheer quantity of variation in asset values that is ultimately unsustained, as well as the extent to which macroeconomic aggregates such as consumption and labor income appear unaffected by this variation.
These ndings have at least one important implication for monetary policy. Recent research has suggested that central banks pursuing in ation targets should ignore movements in asset values that do not in uence aggregate demand (Bernanke and Mark Gertler, 2001 ). The results in this paper underscore the relevance of this recommendation, since they suggest that most changes in asset values are transitory and unrelated to consumer spending, the largest component of aggregate demand. APPENDIX A: DATA DESCRIPTION CONSUMPTION Consumption is measured as either total personal consumption expenditure or expenditure on nondurables and services, excluding shoes and clothing. The quarterly data are seasonally adjusted at annual rates, in billions of chainweighted 1996 dollars. The components are chain-weighted together, and this series is scaled up so that the sample mean matches the sample mean of total personal consumption expenditures. Our source is the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
AFTER-TAX LABOR INCOME Labor income is de ned as wages and salaries 1 transfer payments 1 other labor income 2 personal contributions for social insurance 2 taxes. Taxes are de ned as [wages and salaries/(wages and salaries 1 proprietors' income with IVA and Ccadj 1 rental income 1 personal dividends 1 personal interest income)] times personal tax and nontax payments, where IVA is inventory valuation and Ccadj is capital consumption adjustments. The quarterly data are in current dollars. Our source is the Bureau of Economic Analysis. POPULATION A measure of population is created by dividing real total disposable income by real per capita disposable income. Our source is the Bureau of Economic Analysis. WEALTH Total wealth is household net worth in billions of current dollars, measured at the end of the period. Stock market wealth includes direct household holdings, mutual fund holdings, holdings of private and public pension plans, personal trusts, and insurance companies. Nonstock wealth includes tangible/real estate wealth, nonstock nancial assets (all deposits, open market paper, U.S. Treasuries and Agency securities, municipal securities, corporate and foreign bonds, and mortgages), and also includes ownership of privately traded companies in noncorporate equity, and other. Subtracted off are liabilities, including mortgage loans and loans made under home equity lines of credit and secured by junior liens, installment consumer debt, and other. Our source is the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. A complete description of these data may be found at http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/Z1/ Current/.
PRICE DEFLATOR The nominal after-tax labor income and wealth data are de ated by the personal consumption expenditure chain-type de ator (1996 5 100), seasonally adjusted. In principle, one would like a measure of the price de ator for total ow consumption here. Since this variable is unobservable, we use the total expenditure de ator as a proxy. Our source is the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
APPENDIX B: TESTS FOR COINTEGRATION
This Appendix presents the results of cointegration tests. Tests for the presence of a unit root in c, a, and y (not reported) are consistent with the hypothesis of a unit root in those series and are available upon request. Table B1 reports test statistics corresponding to two cointegration tests. Reported in the far right column are residual-based cointegration test statistics (Peter C. B. Phillips and S. Ouliaris, 1990 ). The table shows both the DickeyFuller t-statistic and the relevant 5-and 10-percent critical values. The test is carried out without a deterministic trend in the static regression, allowing for trends in the raw data. We applied the data dependent procedure suggested in Campbell and Perron (1991) for choosing the appropriate lag length in an augmented DickeyFuller t-test. This procedure suggested that the appropriate lag length was one for the (c, a, y)9 system. The tests reject the null of no cointegration at the 5-percent level. Table B1 also reports the outcome of testing procedures suggested by Johansen (1988 Johansen ( , 1991 that allow the researcher to estimate the number of cointegrating relationships. This procedure presumes a p-dimensional vector autoregressive model with k lags, where p corresponds to the number of stochastic variables among which the investigator wishes to test for cointegration. For our application, p 5 3. The Johansen procedure provides two tests for cointegration: under the null hypothesis, H 0 , that there are exactly r cointegrating relations, the "Trace" statistic supplies a likelihood ratio test of H 0 against the alternative, H A , that there are p cointegrating relations, where p is the total number of variables in the model. A second approach uses the "L-max" statistic to test the null hypothesis of r cointegrating relations against the alternative of r 1 1 cointegrating relations.
Because these particular test results are more sensitive to the sampling interval, we present results for both the full sample, 1951:Q4-2003: Notes: The rst two columns report the L-max and Trace test statistics described in Johansen (1988; 1991) . The former tests the null hypothesis that there are r cointegrating relations against the alternative of r 1 1; the latter tests the null of r cointegrating relations against the alternative of p, where p is the number of variables in the cointegrated system. The last column reports the Phillips-Ouliaris (1990) Q1, as well as the sample 1951:Q4-1995:Q4, which exclude the unusual late 1990's data. In the latter sample, both the L-max and Trace test results establish evidence of cointegration among log consumption, log labor income, and the log of household wealth. The L-max test implies that we may reject the null of no cointegration against the alternative of one cointegrating vector. In addition, the Trace test shows that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of one cointegrating relationship against the alternative of two or three. In the full sample, the results are more sensitive to the lag length in the underlying levels vectorautoregression. When the lag length is set to unity, both tests establish evidence of a single cointegrating relation, but not when the lag length is set to two.
When the economic model implies cointegration, it has been argued that it is more appropriate to test the null hypothesis of cointegration than the null of no cointegration (Park, 1990 (Park, , 1992 Ogaki and Park, 1997) . Tests of the no cointegration null are known to have low power against some alternatives and can fail to reject the null with high probability even though the variables are actually cointegrated (Ogaki and Park, 1997) . As a consequence, a number of researchers have relied on tests of the null of cointegration to establish evidence of cointegration, even in applications where Dickey-Fuller and Johansen tests are unable to reject the null of no cointegration (for example, Hsiang-Ling Han and Ogaki, 1997; Ogaki and Park, 1997; Ogaki and Carmen M. Reinhart, 1998) . A test based on the canonical cointegrating regression, developed in the work of Park (1990; , is available to test the null of cointegration. Park's H(0, 1) test has an asymptotic chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom, and is a test of the null hypothesis of deterministic cointegration (i.e., that the cointegrating vector which eliminates the stochastic trends also eliminates the deterministic trends). The results of this test for c, a, and y are reported in Table B2 . The H(0, 1) test fails to reject the null of cointegration at a very high signi cance level. 
